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Body: Background: Fibered confocal fluorescence microscopy (FCFM) can visualize the elastin within the
bronchial wall, the acinus and the external sheath of the extra-alveolar microvessels. Objectives: To assess
the changes occurred in COPD and correlate them with lung function in order to generate a score which
may have a prediction for COPD. Methods: A case-control study enrolled 12 patients with COPD and 12
control smokers without evidence of COPD undergoing bronchoscopy for clinical reasons. The FCFM was
performed in all of the patients. The vessel diameter, alveolar mouth diameter, thickness of the alveolar wall
and ratio between the alveolar/ bronchial wall intensity (ABI) were measured. A score was calculated from
these parameters (each =1): alveolar diameter >320µm, vessel diameter <97µm, thickness of the wall
<14µm and the ABI ratio <0.8. The validity of the score was calculated using receiver operating curves
(ROC). Results: The vessel diameter showed a significant difference between the COPD group and the
control smoker group (p= 0.04). In addition, the vessel diameter <97µm had a sensitivity of 90% in
predicting COPD and a negative predictive value of 87%. None of the other proposed parameters showed
similar significance. However, an ABI ratio <0.8 had a positive predictive value of 70% in predicting COPD.
The proposed score >2 had a sensitivity of 70% and a specificity of 90% in predicting COPD. Macrophages
were detected among the smoker group and the COPD with active smoking. Conclusion: FCFM can detect
microscopic changes in the airways and parenchyma associated to lung function impairment in COPD
patients. The proposed scoring system shows a good specificity for predicting COPD.
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